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Scheer BPaaS is a cloud based solution for the planning,
optimisation, realisation and implementation of business
processes.
With Process Apps 4 specialist departments and IT
employees are able to realise new business models and
strategies with agility and in just a short time. The focus
is on users who will enjoy a completely new user experience thanks to high levels of customisation, context
sensitive user guidance, one-click navigation, drag &
drop design and intuitive, responsive user and content el-

ements. A clearly arranged, customisable cockpit makes
rights-dependent and tailor-made information available
to the user and shows their to-do list. The creation of
process models and process controlled, intelligent business applications (so called process apps) is possible
without programming knowledge. Pre-configured plugand-play interfaces enable the simple integration of third
party systems such as SAP. Process memory stores all
changes and enables an overview of all process relevant
data, thus helping with the continuous improvement of
your processes.
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Create business process
applications with a
completely new
user experience
BPaaS Cockpit
Ultimate control of your processes and
applications

Process Design
Intuitive modelling of your
business processes

Application Design
Simple creation and adaptation of intelligent
business applications

Process Integration
Smart networking of your systems

Process Memory
Highly transparent and continuous process
improvements
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BPaaS Cockpit

Ultimate control of your
processes and applications
The BPaaS cockpit offers users a personalised starting point with rights-related content. The creation and
administration of processes, projects and applications
is simple. Content can be reduced to the essentials
with the help of filters. Real-time search enables direct
navigation to the desired content. The cockpit can be

extended individually to include functions such as the
task monitor or notifications. A minimised, clear user-interface design as well as numerous context-sensitive
user elements and content elements lead the user along
their processes to their objectives.
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Search and filter functions

Features
Project creation and administration
Filters (profile, types, names)
Real-time search
New creation and administration of
applications and processes
Responsive user interface
Rights dependent content
Customisable
Integration of Process Apps 3
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Process Design

Intuitive Modelling of your
business processes
Depict your business processes and innovations simply
and directly with the new graphic model designer based
on EPK. A wide range of modelling elements such as
functions, events, connectors, systems, data, templates
and roles are available. Modelling elements can be
simply positioned and connected to each other by drag &
drop or context menu. Automatic edge guides and context sensitive choice of objects makes the depiction of

process steps simple for the user. Numerous import and
export possibilities, such as the import of BPMM 2.0 or
JSON models, allow the further use and synchronisation
of models or organisation structures. For example, you
can import ARIS models, adapt them and render them
fit for implementation in line with the application design.
The creation of an organigram is also simple.
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Features
Graphic model editor based on EPC
Modelling by drag & drop and context menu
Organigrams
Automatic and manual edge guides
JSON import/export of model information
BPMN 2.0 model import
ARIS import
Semantics checks: notifications about semantic
errors
Context sensitive object choice
Automated positioning help
Re-usable objects
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Application Design

Simple creation and
adaptation of intelligent
business applications
Application Design allows the intuitive creation of process controlled, responsive business applications based
on EPK models. Enrich your existing process models
with application elements – so called forms – and im-

plement your processes at the click of a mouse. Within
individual forms you can design the interface of your
business application functionally and optically.
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Application design - stage

Implementable processes are available on mobile devices without additional effort. Process apps
are created on the principle of mobile-first responsive design so that they adjust optimally to various end-devices such as desk-top PCs, notebooks, tablets or smartphones.
The implementation of applications can be simulated on different devices. Optimal testing and
quality control is guaranteed and an optimal user experience is ensured.
Design customisation is possible vie picture uploads or CSS.
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Features
EPC execution: implement processes by
mouseclick
Graphic form editor (application design stage)
Create process apps
Connect process apps with each other (Applink)
Mail client support
Testing and simulation
Mobile readiness
Re-usable process app elements
JJ

JJ

JJ

JJ

JJ

JJ

JJ

JJ

JJ

JJ

JJ

JJ

JJ

JJ

JJ

Single line entry field
Multi-line entry field
Tables
Function buttons
Selection field (single/multiple)
Check box
Date field
Clickable picture
Radio buttons
Data upload
Caption label
Applink
Applink table
URL link
Calculation field
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Process Integration

Smart networking of your
systems
Alongside business processes and applications, integration processes can be illustrated and implemented by
drag & drop. Ready-made integration elements enable
the quick and trouble free integration of third party
systems, for example the integration of ERP systems.

The E2E-restifier for SAP enables synchronous access to
SAP. Based on JavaScript, system interfaces can be implemented individually. Numerous B2B standards such
as OCI, BPMN 2.0 or SWIFT are supported.
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Features
E2E-restifier for SAP
Implementations of system interfaces via
JavaScript
Support of B2B standards: OCI (1.5, 2.0), BPMN
2.0, SWIFT, DTA, EDIFACT
Standard adapter for SAP MM, SAP SRM,
Salesforce, ARIS
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Process Memory

Highly transparent and
continuous process
improvements
Ensure continuous process improvements with ultimate
transparency over your processes and applications.
Thanks to our innovative Execution Engine the direct implementation and adaptation of processes and applications for the agile and quick implementation of improvements and innovations is possible.
Intelligent process memory combines the logging and
evaluation of data. All the condition changes and data
changes you want will be automatically protocolled.

Wide ranging information is held about process flow,
capacity, user information, versioning, changes, correlations and error notifications.
Scheer BPaaS offers a range of security measures for
the protection of your sensitive data. Thanks to authentication processes, stress tests, persistence, secure
domains and many other protective mechanisms the
highest levels of security are guaranteed.

Features
Features
Execution Engine
Process Versioning
Secure Data Handling
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About Scheer
Scheer GmbH was created out of the merger between
Scheer Management GmbH and IDS Scheer GmbH. Particular focus in the development of products and services is
placed on the sector specific support and accompaniment
of companies in their digital transformations. Scheer GmbH
offers clients overarching support for all company processes critical to their success, from the strategy, over the
implementation and up to operation. For these companies
the Scheer Group has committed itself to new partnerships
such as with SAP in the area of Hybris and SAP S/4HANA.
With the innovative software architecture Scheer BPaaS
(Business Process as a service) and current developments
in the ARIS solution Scheer GmbH companies offer sector
specific support to companies working towards digital business models. Customers profit from the in-depth expertise
gained from our many consultancy projects which include
implementations with SAP and the management of the
applications in our own data centre.
August-Wilhelm Scheer, Professor for Business Informatics,
inventor of the ARIS concept and entrepreneur is the sole
shareholder of Scheer GmbH and supports it through his
many years of experience in the IT sector. He is committed
to the close cooperation between science and research that
ensures the innovative strength of this strongly growing
business.
On the international stage Scheer GmbH is represented
by Scheer Austria, Scheer Netherlands, Scheer Turkey and
Scheer E2E Switzerland.

Scheer GmbH

info@scheer-group.com

Tel. +49 681 96777-0

www.scheer-group.com

